Exam Description

The Associate exam is based on the Autodesk® Simulation Moldflow® Insight Fundamentals class or equivalent. The questions on the test are based primarily on the theory and concepts section of the training material. Topics are related to filling and packing which include:

- Analysis workflow
- Feed systems
- Gate location design guidelines
- General product design
- General tool design
- Injection molding process
- Materials
- Model preparation
- Moldflow design principles
- Molding window
- Results interpretation

The Associate exam not only covers the theoretical background of injection molding and the software, but how Autodesk Simulation Moldflow Insight is applied and interpreted to solve design and molding problems. In addition to a thorough review of the material in the training class, you should have completed several projects before taking the exam.

The test consists of multiple choice questions on the topics described above.

Passing the test requires a score of 80% or greater. Feedback is provided to you on the test so the areas that need improvement can be studied. Achieving this associate certification makes you eligible for taking the professional exam.

Arranging to Take a Moldflow Certification Exam

Exams are taken within your region. Contact your local Moldflow engineer or reseller. If you don’t know who to contact, email MoldflowCertification@autodesk.com. Arrangements will be made for you to take the exam. Exams are taken in a one week period each month. The cost for taking the exam is determined by the exam proctor. At least a week notice is required to set up the exam.